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Technology dean search narrowed to 3 candidates
By Matt Liana
Senior Reporter

Joseph Frizado
nterim Dean of
Technology

A committee of faculty, staff and
students is deciding who will be the
new Dean of Technology.
The search began as a national
advertising campaign before the
winter holidays. The committee pie started goingthrough more than
will decide who will replace cur- 40 applications at the start of the
rent Interim Dean Joseph Frizado. semester, Rogers said.
Frizado took the place of former
Anyone interested had to meet
Dean Wayne Unsell, who stepped a number of qualifications before
down to faculty a couple years ago applying. Preferred qualifications
according to Rodney Rogers, chair included "knowledge of and experiof the search committee and dean ence with emerging technological
of the College of Business.
innovations in education, compreThe search committee of 14 peo- hensive understanding of nation-

Rodney Rogers
Chait of Search
Committee for
Dean of Technology

al and state trends and issues in
[Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics!, and commitment to promoting diversity,"
according to the application form.
"[Most important is] their relationship to community, management styles and fundraising," said
Assistant Professor Stan Guidera, a
member of the search committee.

After receiving applications, the
The final three candidates are:
committee narrowed the candi- Bruce Berdanier, professor and
dates down to ten. After that, each head of the Civil and Environmental
candidate met with committee Engineering Department at
members at a restaurant for an hour South Dakota State University;
and a half talk.
Paris Malhas, a dean from West
"We'd discuss skills, back- Virginia University's Leonard C.
ground and approach to managing," Nelson College of Engineering and
Rogers said.
Sciences; and Fatih Rifki, Dean of
Afterthe meetings, the committee the Architecture department at
narrowed the list down once again Montana State University.
to three candidates. Those three
After each candidate visits the
candidates were then encouraged campus, the committee will discuss
to separately visit the University for the strengths and weaknesses of the
a day and a half to familiarize themselves with the campus and meet
See MAN | Page 5
faculty and staff members.

Beneath the Falcon masks
Mascots' identities are
revealed at hockey game
after months of secrecy
ByAii.iaO N.ill
News Editor

After a year of silence and secrets,
the time had come for four
University students to reveal their
second identities.
Junior Molly Eaton and seniors
Nicole Krueger, Doug Krysiak and
lared Miller were "beheaded" as the
Freddie and Frieda Falcons at the
hockey game Saturday night. For
each of them, the night brought
an indescribable moment when the
Falcon heads were removed and
their true identities were revealed
to the crowd.
"It's an amazing feeling, it's
something I can't even describe,"
Eaton said.
Eaton chose her brother to
behead her and said it was special
for her because her brother graduated from the University in 2004
and played hockey for the Falcons
while he was here.
See BEHEAD | Page 3
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FALCONS: Junior Molly Eaton (left) and senior Jared Miller (right), two ol the four secret Freddie and Frieda Falcon mascots, have their masks removed Saturday
night at the hockey game after keeping their identities secret for a year. Seniors Nicole Krueger and Doug Krysiak also dressed as Freddie and Frieda Falcon this year.

Organization supports female
computer science majors

Winterfest runners experience cold
temperatures after warmer days
By AUx Aipachar
Reporter

Cold temperatures returned just in
time for the Frostbite One Mile Fun
Run, part of Bowling Green's thirdannual Winterfest
Other festival events such as outdoor skating and ice sculpture demonstrations were affected by warm
weather Thursday and Friday, but
a chill returned to the air in the city
park Saturday morning.
Most runners said they hoped the
weather would remain warm, but
the temperature stood in the low
30s at race time.
"Thirty degrees is a whole lot
better than zero," said Justin
Dennen after finishing first by

running the one-mile race in 5:28.
"I'm not a runner.
Dennen, a graduate of Findlay
I've never done
University, was running in the
park before the race began, and
anything like this
he was running in shorts.
"I'm pretty happy with the weathbefore."
er for it being February," he said.
Gina Baldwin | Participant
Dennen normally runs triathlons
and said the winter race was "a good
way to mix things up."
going to stick around, but 1 signed
Other participants in the race up for a cold run, so here I am."
Graduate
student
Lauren
had similar motivation. Gina
Baldwin said she was hoping for Hendricks was at the race supportwarmer weather but showed up to ing her boyfriend, fellow graduate
student Andrew Wyant, she said.
run anyway.
"I wanted to do something outside Wyant competes in many intramuof my comfort zone," Baldwin said. ral sports and participated in the
"I'm not a runner. I've never done
See RUN | Page 3
anything like this before. I almost
thought the warm weather was

FORUM

Bowling Green Women in Computing helps students
network, find jobs in technology fields after graduation
By Shannon Gi«»ia«
Reporter

offers access to software, networking and other resources. BGWIC
currently meets once a month, but
A student organization is offer- hopes to meet more next year after
ing support and networking fundraising.
"This year we've basically been
opportunities to women computer science majors.
trying to rebuild," said Tiffani
Bowling Green Women in Bennethum, BGWIC treasurer.
Computing is a relatively new The group fell apart last year and
student organization that hosts risked losing its status as a camevents dedicated to show- pus organization.
Events BGWIC hosts include
ing women career options after
graduation, said Arielle Salyers, speakers, like Guy Zimmerman,
BGWIC secretary. BGWIC is a an associate professor in Computer
branch of the University chapter Science who is speaking in April
of the Association for Computing
Machinery, an organization open
See COMPUTE | Page 3
to all Computer Science majors that
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What would you make an ice sculpture of?

Residents celebrate Winterfest

Amtrak deserves funding

Falcons take RedHawksdovm

Even though temperatures rose above

As record numbers of Americans are using
Amtrak to travel, columnist Bryan Warrick

Senior Tracy Pontius scored a season-high 29

normal levels, residents celebrated

points to pace the BG women's basketball team to

DAVID CHESW0RTH
Junior. Exercise Science

Winterfest this weekend. See photos

feels attacks on the service are ignorant and

a 75-61 win over Miami. The Falcons improve to

Tire-breathing dragon." | Pftgt 4

IftkftJ

unfounded | P»g« 4

10-5 in the MAC conference | Pigt 6
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Happy President's Day

GYPSY LANE RD.

The Bowling Green businesses
welcome all new students
and their parents!
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Retro, New Wave,
89s and 90" s
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TUESDAY NIGHTS
High Energy
Dance Party

Free Pool

convinced members knew
she was Frieda Falcon. One
of her sorority sisters who
From Page 1
was once Frieda Falcon told
"I thought what better way the sorority Freddie Falcon
than to have my brother, this really wanted them to attend
is his home, his place, to the hockey game, so they all
come and rip my head off," went to the game expecting
to know who was underneath
Eaton said.
While none of them were Freddie's mask.
able to put into words how the
"That was the best feeling in
beheading felt, they all knew the world, the fact that I had
why they decided to be Freddie kept that secret for so long and
and I'rieda Falcon — to give they really had no idea," Eaton
back to the University and the said. "There's nothing like it."
Keeping the secret also
Falcon community.
Giving back to the University meant the four seniors could
as the Freddie and Frieda not acknowledge each other
Falcons came with a "year's on campus, which all of them
worth of stress, emotions, love said was another one of the
and exhaustion." Krysiak said. hardest parts.
"We would see each other
"I just wanted to give back
to the University the best in the Union and pretend not
way 1 can, and the best way I to know each other," Krueger
can help out is ... being a big, said. "It was really hard."
All four Falcons were looklaughable, fun guy," Krysiak
said. "If I can put my energy ing forward to getting to know
back into the University like their "Falcon family" and
that then that's how I wanted being able to publicly spend
to help out."
time together.
"We've been through everyThe hardest part for each of
them came with keeping the thing, so not knowing them
in real life was really tough.''
secret of their double lives.
Eaton is a member of the Miller said. "So now we can
Alpha Phi sorority and was kind of be a family.''

BEHEAD

RUN

friend."
The University was also
From Page 1
represented in the Fun Run by
Bob Kline, an academic advisshe said. Wyant competes in er in the School of Media and
many intramural sports and Communication. Kline, an
participated in the race to try avid runner, finished fifth and
running on for size as well, has participated in all three
I Iendrix said.
Winterfest races, he said.
The first Fun Rim occurred
"I'm wearing flip-flops,
which wasn't a good decision," during a snowstorm, so this
she said. "But I'm out here year's weather was consideranyway being a good girl- ably better, Kline said.
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DEAN
From Page 1
candidates.
"Ultimately the provost
decides after the committee presents pros and cons,"
Rogers said.
Malhas
visited the
University Feb.
14-15
and met with leadership
groups. He presented ideas
about how to work toward
the University System
of Ohio's goal to double
the number of Science,
Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM)
graduates by 2017, and how
he planned to promote
diversity while doing so.
He snared ideas of creating activities specifically for minority groups
and disability workshops.
He said he wants to "hit
the ground running" by

COMPUTE
From Page 1
about il'od applications,
Bennethum said. They also
host social events, like game
nights, to help members get
to know each other and net-

shifting the curriculum to
concentrate more on those
groups as well.
"I would like to think my
visit went well," Malhas said.
"I became enthusiastic during my visit."
Rifki was on campus Feb.
17-18. like Malhas, he gave
a 30-minute presentation,
which also covered diversity.
"That is a question not just
to me, but to the whole college," Rifki said. "It is a decision that needs to be collectively made. Increased participation in STEM is beneficial. We are all creative
people. We all have ideas.
(Solutions] cannot happen
behind closed doors."
Rifki also said at t he forum
he is confident in making
final decisions.
"At the end of the day. I will
not hesitate to make a decision," Rifki said. "1 will bite
the bullet and sometimes

make unpopular decisions."
Rifki said he has been
familiar with the University,
after being in academics for 27 years, saying it's
a "small world." He said he
was interested in working
at the University because of
the "potential the College
of Technology has." He also
said he thinks being the
Dean of Architecture has
prepared him to be the Dean
of Technology because the
two go hand in hand.
At the open forum.
Associate Dean of the
College of Technology
Alan Atalah asked Rifki
how he planned to work
around Ohio's current
financial situation.
Rifki said although
Montana is not facing a deficit, there have been some
cuts in the education system.
He said he would address
pay increases and bonuses if

he were the new dean.
"We need to introduce
alternative support
rewards rather than dollars
Rifki said.
Berdanier will be making
his visit (o campus today and
tomorrow. His open forum
will be Monday at i pin in
113 Olscamp Hall. He was
originally supposed to !><•
on campus Feb. 7 but was
forced to reschedule because

work within the group.
This weekend, the group
attended OCW1C, the Ohio
Celebration of Women in
Computing, which is held
every other year. They met
With industry professionals, conducted mock interviews and got the opportu-

nity to network with other
women in their field, said
ladwiga Carlson. BGWIC
faculty advisor.
There are currently 30
women working toward
majors in Computer Science
and 10 minors. Carlson said.
Of those, 11 are members of

BGWIC. The supportoffered

ofweather conditions and air
travel delays.
After Berdanier's open
forum Monday, videos ol all
three sessions will be uploaded online at bgsu.edu'i ibices'
ptOVOSt On the same webpage. then an links to eai h
candidates curriculum vitae.
application letta and evaluation form.
After Monday. Provost
Kenneth Borland will
decide on the new Dean
of Technology.

by BGWIC plays a large pan
in members' success.
"1 think one of the greatest benefits [of BGWIC
is ... the networking.'
Bennethum said. "Getting
to know your professor,
they're your greatest ally."

DID V0U KNOW...
An Iguana can stay under
water for 28 minutes.

A pair of feet
have 500,000
sweat glands
and can produce

more than a pint
of sweat a day.
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"I thought what better way than to have my brother, this is his home, his place, to come and rip
my head off."
- Junior Molly Eaton, on being revealed as Frieda Falcon at the hockey game Saturday [see story, pg, 1].
Monday. February 21.2011 4
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SOLOMOWDES,
Freshman.
Undecided

BRYAHWARRKK
UMNIST

Last week there was an
article published in The B(!
News from the College News
Network. It dealt with trains,
specifically Amtrak and
President Obama's plan to
fix and expand it. The article
introduced Obama's budget
plan of $53 million toward
the project, but went on to
simply bash the plan, saying that it would send the U.S.
back into the 19th century.
The writer, whose name I
have' already forgotten and
care little about looking up
again, goes on to say that
"Amtrak is one of Joe Biden's
favorite things, lie is living
out his childhood fantasy
of working on the railroad.
But no one seems to care if
Obama wastes our money on
a program that loses billions
of taxpayer dollars every year
to keep Biden happy."
F.xcuse me? Is this really
how childish this nation is
becoming? That column
certainly made the case.
The thing was a poorly written piece full of bad puns
and insulting language.
Apparently the
writer
thought they were being
clever. Really, they were
looking like an ignorant fool.
Insteadofthrowingaround
insults and wildly inaccurate
facts, why didn't the author
act professionally and tell
the truth? Instead, the author
presented a poorly written
piece of work that offered no
real help toward people making an educated conclusion.
Mere is my take on Amtrak:
Amtrak is a government
owned corporation that provides passenger train service
to the American people. The
name Amtrak is in fact an
acronym meaning'American

1
1
"

travel by track." While it is
nowhere near as large or well
used as the train systems in
Europe, it has become one of
the fastest growing transportation systems in the nation.
Now, the author of the
anti-Amtrak editorial staled that the new proposal
would decrease travel time
between cities, with their
main example being a
decrease of travel between
New York and Washington
D.C. by 25 minutes. They
say this is not a big deal. Not
a big deal? That time difference is huge to the business
and tourist passengers who
use that line. Obama's plan
is very helpful to them.
The writer seems to imply
that no one uses Amtrak. I
have personally traveled on
Amtrak from Washington
D.C. to Baltimore and let
me tell you, it was filled to
capacity with businessmen
and workers. People use it
to travel from city to city for
work and play.
"High-speed trains will
carry us around almost as
fast as cars but with more
inconvenience. Cars can go
anywhere," the writer said.
"Trains are stuck to their rails.
They will never get us to out
destinations as quickly as a
car or plane can."
I lave you ever used a car?
They are expensive to maintain, and gas prices have
been beyond ridiculous for
years now. And cars are stuck
to their roads, they can't go
anywhere, unless the driver
wants to be arrested. Trains
are cheaper for people who
work some distance from
their homes, and there are
much more people who do
just that than we realize.
Planes may get there a little faster, but they also cost
about eight times as much.
In fact, Amtrak has been
growing considerably larger
this past decade. In 2008
it broke its record for most

THC sncunRo cncius. rouno in
THE soui iiuitsi( mi uni 11 ii sinus
out siii GROW onnncHcs unm IT
IS 75 YEARS OLD.

JOSHMcHUGH.
Senior.
Philosophy and
Psychology

MICKWHITCOHB,
Freshman,
Undecided

annual passengers for the
sixth straight year. That year,
they had 28.7 million people
ride, or about 70,000 a day.
Not as large as airlines, but
airlines have been shrinking
while Amtrak has been growing. The reason? Amtrak is
cheaper to travel and it allows
us to actually see America as
we travel it. Its growth has
also been seen as a result of
exploding gas prices for cars.
People would rather sit and
relax in a train for a few days,
than drive and reach their
destination broke.
Also, per passenger mile,
Amtrak is 30-40 percent
more energy-efficient than
commercial airlines and
automobiles overall though
the exact figures for certain
routes depend on factors
like load weight.
So let's see, Amtrak is a
quickly growing service that
is cheaper than automobile
or plane travel, which means
more tourism and money for
destination, and it is more
efficient and environmental.
Obama's plan to improve the
tracks will make travel safer
and faster, which helps the
business people and workers
who use the trains to get to
work on time.
And not a single joke about
the Wild West or Hogwarts.
lb the writer of "Proposed
plan to construct train
system a waste of taxpayer money," here is a bit of
advice: it may be an editorial,
but that is not an excuse to
be stupid and childish. If you
disagree with the president's
plan then you need to learn
the facts and use them to
prove your side. Simply writing insults and mean words
show you to be uneducated
in important topics like the
national budget. That is not
what newspapers need.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

STEFANIE

today's People On The
Street7 Or a suggestion for

COCHRAN.
Freshman.

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgviewscom

Undo ided

Union benefits, demands
unfit in market conditions
opposed it. In 1937. President tribution on their part other
Franklin Roosevelt wrote than showing up for work.
to the head of the National That era is rapidly drawing
Federation of Federal to a close. The fundamenEmployees: "The process tal principles of economics
of collective bargaining, as relating to scarcity and prousually understood, can- ductivity have not changed.
The public sector lacks
not be transplanted into
the public service." In the the discipline of the marpublic sector, "the employ- ket. If an organization is
er is the whole people, who effectively a monopoly (e.g.,
speak by means of laws public education, police and
enacted by their represen- safety) then any impetus for
tatives in Congress."
improvement and efficiency
There's an inherent con- is in short supply.
But t here is a day of reckonflict of interest when public
employees (unions) bar- ing, even for those in the pubgain with public employees lic sector. Compensation, in
(management). Both work whatever form it takes, ultifor taxpayers. The problem is mately originates with taxexacerbated when the same payers. When an economic
elected officials or their rep- crisis occurs, revenues from
resentatives who bargained taxpayers to the state in the
with unions solicit their sup- form of taxation decrease.
Expectations for the future
port in the next election.
Public service unions need to follow suit.
should learn from thc expeWho's to blame? The
riences of their brethren in answer is all sides: employthe private sector. Decades ee unions who made unreof increased wages and ben- alistic demands; employers
efits in the auto industry, — public and private — who
signed and sealed through acceded to them; and we
collective bargaining, plus as individuals, who failed
poor decisions by manage- to see the lack of common
ment and coupled with for- sense and sustainability in
eign competition and unsus- some of the demands made
tainable debt loads have cre- and expectations created.
ated the perfect storm.
The road to hell is paved
The UAW is a fraction of with good intentions. All of
what it used to be in terms us want health care, job staof membership and clout. bility and the good life. We
People finally realized only are now about to relearn the
by working together with lessons of those who came
management can success before us: there's no free
be achieved for everyone. lunch; everything must be
For workers to succeed, the paid for; our wants always
employer must succeed.
exceed our needs, living
Many were led to believe within our means is benthat by spending a certain eficial in both the long and
number of years in a job short run; and postponing
they would automatically the day of reckoning only
be entitled to a pension and increases the pain.
health benefits that would
comfortably sustain them
for the remainder of their
Respond to Phil at
lives with little or no conthenews@bgnews.com

The scenes in Madison, Wis.
and Columbus are remarkably similar. It's as though
the political gods embarked
on a cloning mission.
Both states face severe
budget deficits, nowand in
the future. Each governor
has proposed that public
service union members
contribute a greater share
toward funding their benefits. Collective bargaining may be eliminated or
curtailed.
The frequent response
from unions is a refusal to
solve a state's fiscal problems on the backs of union
workers. The alternatives:
layoffs, or raise taxes
(which solves the problem
by placing the burden on
taxpayers).
Naturally, the problem is
money. In many cases, the
total compensation package
of a public employee exceeds
that of his or her privately-employed counterpart.
Over many years, through
collective bargaining our
elected representatives and
their delegates have agreed
to arrangements that have
increased the expectations
of public employees.
In hindsight, this was irresponsible. Hopes and expectations were raised for public workers that simply could
not be sustained. Promises
of pensions, health care benefits and wages were made
that can't be fulfilled.
Collective bargaining by
public employees is a relatively recent phenomenon,
liven some liberal icons

Respond to Bryan at
tlieneivstplignetvs.com
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COLUMNISTS
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section is looking for more
people like you to write columns and illustrate for us.

om,callusat419-r2-6966

Contact us at thebgn

■ E-mail us at thenews@>bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES: Letters to me Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions pec
month maximum.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsQbgnews.
com with the sub|ect line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headtnes to
submitted columns and letters at his
orherefceretion.
Opinion columns do not necessanly
reflect the view of The BG News
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12 taxi drivers,
fares killed in
Mexican resort

Orphanage blaze
kills 10 children in
Estonia

Kuwait urges end
to citizenship
protests

ACAPULCO. Mexico (AP)
- A flood of attacks on taxis
in the Mexican resort city of
Acapuko has left 12 taxi drivers
or passengers dead police said
Sunday, just hours before the
Mexican Open tennis tournament is scheduled to start

TALLINN. Estonia (AP)-A
fire raced through an orphanage for disabled children in
western Estonia Sunday, killing
10 of them, a rescue service
spokesman said

KUWAIT CITY (AP)
- Kuwait's parliament speaker
is appealing for an end to three
days of protests by the descendants of desert nomads demanding citizenship and the generous
state benefits that go with it

Acapuko has been the scene
of bloody drug cartel turf mars.
and taxi drivers have often
been targeted for extortion or
recruited by the gangs to act as
lookouts or transport drugs
The attacks began Friday,
when five taxi drivers were found
dead in or near their vehicles.
The slaughter continued
Saturday, when a driver was
found bound and shot to death
near his taxi, and two others were
found dead of bullet wounds
inside their vehicles. One of the
drivers had been beheaded

There were 37 children and
nine adults inside the wooden
building when the fire started at
2:30 p.m. in the coastal town of
Haapsalu, said Viktor Saaremets,
a spokesman for the Western
Estonia Rescue Services Center.
"By the time rescue workers
and firefighters arrived at the
scene three or four minutes later
the building was completely m
flames." he said.
Ten children were killed, one
adult was injured. Saaremets
said.Most of the victims were
wheelchair-bound and were
unable to escape the rapidly
spreading fire, he said

Gunmen opened fire on yet
another taxi, killing the driver and
three passengers.

The others were evacuated to
a nearby building and were not
hurt. Saaremets said

On Sunday, the violence
came closer to the city's tourist
zone, where the tennis matches
are held. Five cars were set on
fire and a man s body was found
hacked to pieces outside an
apartment building.

The cause of the fire was not
immediately clear.

6 foreign militants
among 16 killed in
Somalia
MOGADISHU. Somalia (AP)
- Officials in Somalia say six alQaida-connected foreign fighters
and two African Union soldiers
are among 16 people killed in
two days of fighting in the capital
Battles between Islamist
militants and government
forces broke out Saturday and
continued Sunday

Hundreds of stateless Arabs
staged protests Sunday for a
third day to press for Kuwait to
recognize them as citizens.

Mogadishu ambulance
service chief Ali Muse says his
workers collected eight bodies Muse says 40 people were
wounded in the fighting, which
saw mortar shells slam into residential neighborhoods.

The official KUNA news
agency quotes parliament
speaker Jassem al-Kharafi as
saying Kuwait's ruling emir would
study the grievances, but urged
the demonstrations to cease.
Al-Kharafi also denies that
authorities overstepped their
bounds. Police on Saturday fired
tear gas to disperse the demonstrators, who hold no nationality
but have settled in Kuwait for
generations They seek access
to Kuwaiti benefits such as free
health care and state jobs.

Militants from al-Shabab
paraded the bodies of two troops
- one Somali soldier and one
from the African Union.
The African Union said six
al-Qaida connected commanders
had been killed It confirmed
the deaths of two governmentaligned soldiers.
Somalia has been torn apart
by civil war for 20 years.

ByMariYamaguchi
The Associated Press

Attack comes during numerous protests, demonstrations in country
The Associated Press

SULAIMANIYAH.
Iraq
— Gunmen burst into a
Kurdish television station
in northern Iraq on Sunday,
shooting up equipment and
setting fire to the building,
apparently in retaliation for
footage it aired earlier in the
week of a deadly protest, station officials said.
Later Sunday, about 2,000
demonstrators took to the
streets of this Kurdish city,
160 miles (260 kilometers)
northeast of Baghdad, for a
fourth consecutive day to
demand political and economic reforms from the
parties that control the
region. Police and hospital
officials said at least four
people were injured — two
of them by bullets — after
Kurdish forces fired in the
air to disperse the crowd.
The attack on the television station took place
Sunday morning. Forty to 50
gunmen wearing militarystyle clothes stormed the
network's headquarters in
Sulaimaniyah, spokesman

l-'arhang liars said. Officials
at the station suggested the
raid was retaliation for broadcasting footage of a demonstration last week in which
two people were killed. The
station had only been on air
for a few days.
"The channel showed some
footage from the last demonstration in Sulaimaniyah,
and it seems our work
annoyed some sides," said
Shaswar Abdul-Wahid, the
Kurdish businessman who
owns the channel. He did not
elaborate on exactly who he
thought was responsible.
The prime minister of the
Kurdish region, Barham
Saleh, condemned the
attack and said it would be
investigated.
During
Thursday's
protest, security guards
opened fire on a crowd of
demonstrators outside the
Sulaimaniyah headquarters
of the Kurdistan Democratic
Party headed by Kurdish
President Massoud Barzani
and pelted it with stones.
Two people were killed and
nearly 50 injured.
KDP officials said the

3,000 march
to oust interim
government

South Korean
president open to
North Korean talk

TUNIS (AP)-Several thousand protesters have swarmed
on the governmental palace
to demand the ouster of the
provisional government in power
since the ouster of country's
longtime strongman

SEOUL. South Korea (AP)
- South Korean President Lee
Myung-bak said Sunday he wants
"genuine" talks with North Korea.
days after the North refused any
further dialogue.

Police briefly fired warning
shots to disperse the crowd
that defied government warnings not to challenge emergency measures enacted as the
23-year regime of President
Zme El Abidine Ben Ali came
down last month.
Some demonstrators said
the march Sunday was aimed
to show discontent over police's
harsh measures against protesters last month in Tunis
Many are angry that Prime
Minister Mohamed Ghannouchi
- a longtime ally of Ben Ali
- is still in his post, and fear
the Tunisian revolution that has
sparked upheaval across the
Arab world has been co-opted by
the old guard.

Tension on the Korean peninsula spiked last year over two
deadly incidents - the sinking
of a South Korean naval ship
and a North Korean artillery
barrage in November that killed
four people on a front-line
South Korean island.
The countries' military officers met earlier this month but
failed to reach a breakthrough.
with both sides accusing the
other of rupturing their first dialogue since the bombardment
North Korea later threatened
not to hold any more military
talks with Seoul.
On Sunday. Lee told reporters that South Korea is ready for
"genuine" talks with North Korea
to promote a change in relations
between the countries, according to his office.

Japan to dig site linked to
human experiments on prisoners

Gunmen torch Iraqi station
that showed protest on TV
By Yahya Barzanji

Monday. February 21.20115

guards
were
forced
to defend themselves
while opposition groups
described it as an attack
against unarmed civilians.
The three provinces that
make up the autonomous
Kurdish region in northern
Iraq are much better off
than the rest of the country,
but many Kurds are angry
with the stranglehold with
which the two ruling parties control the region's
politics and economy.
On Sunday, about 2,000
people rallied against the
government in the city center, shouting: "Down with
the government!" and "No
to corruption!"
"There is no justice. ... I
don't have anything but the
sons of the political leaders have everything," said
Shakhawan Ahmed, 35.
The protesters tried to
march to the KDP headquarters again but were pushed
back by security forces loyal
to the Patriotic Union of
Kurdistan, the other main
political party in Kurdistan,
that is headed by Iraqi
President Jalal Talabani.

TOKYO — Japan is starting
to excavate the site of a former medical school that may
reveal grisly secrets from
World War II.
The investigation begins
Monday at the former school
linked to Unit 731, a germ and
biological warfare outfit during the war. Shadowy experiments conducted by the unit
on war prisoners have never
been officially acknowledged
by the government but have
been documented by historians and participants.
It is the first government
probe of the Tokyo site, and
follows a former nurse's revelation that she helped bury
body parts there as American
forces began occupying the
capital at the end of the war.
Health Ministry official
Kazuhiko Kawauchi said the
excavation is aimed at finding out if anything is buried
in the plot.
"We are not certain if the
survey will find anything,"
Kawauchi said. "If anything
is dug up, it may not be related
to Unit 731,"
The former nurse, Toyo
Ishii, now 88, broke 60 years of

"We are not
certain if the
survey will find
anything."
Kazuhiro Kawauchi | Official

silence in 2006, saying she and
colleagues at an army hospital
at the site were ordered to bury
numerous corpses, bones and
body parts during the weeks
followingJapan'sAug. 15,1945,
surrender before American
troops arrived in the capital.
Her disclosure led to a
face-to-face meeting with
the health minister and a
government pledge to investigate. The digging had to
wait until the scheduled relocation of residents and the
demolition of apartments on
the site last year.
The site Ls close to another
area where a mass grave of
dozens of possible war-experiment victims was uncovered
in 1989 during the construction of a Health Ministry
research institute.
Any remains found at
the planned excavation
site would have a stronger
connection to Unit 731,
said Keiichi Tsuneishi, a

Kanagawa University history
professor and expert on biological warfare.
"The site used to be the
research headquarters of Unit
731," Tsuneishi said. "If bones
are found there, they are most
likely related lo Unit 731."
I'rom its wartime base in
Japanese-controlled flarbin
in northern China, Unit 731
and related units injected
war prisoners with typhus,
cholera and other diseases
to research germ warfare,
according to historians and
former unit members. Unit
731 aLso is believed to have
performed vivisections and to
have frozen prisoners to death
in endurance tests.
The 1989 find revealed
dozens of fragmented thigh
bones and skulls, some with
holes drilled in them or sections cut out. Police denied
there was any evidence of
criminal activity.
The ministry concluded
that the bones could not be
directly linked to Unit 731. It
said the remains were mostly of non-lapanese Asians
and were likely from bodies
used in "medical education"
or brought back from the
war zone for analysis at the
medical school.
iiWwV,i,,^i

Up for Re-Rent!

1045 N. Main St. 7B
Bowling Green ,OH

419-353-5880

Management Inc.

FOR
RENT!
Studios, 1,2 & 3 bedrooms
8l2E.WoosttrSt.

Come in Monday ana
Tuesday nights and test
your Rock Band skills!
PRIZES.
AWARDS

Am
gement

3 bdrm. 2 bath.
Across from
South Hall. Full
basement & attic

With Some Properties Featuring:
• On BGSU Bus Shuttle
• Close to Downtown
• Close to Campus
• Allow a smell pet (extra $)
Stop in lor a ttstino. Call to set up a meeting

( all to make an appointment unlay!
4l(>.»5:-4.«S(i

209 N. Enterprise
(BRING IN AD FOR S'OO OFF Of POSIT)

937 Scott Hamilton
210 Liberty

—-"liH but studio*

(cabg.com

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

E. WooMn Si.
418.353.32*3

Large Houses
Conveniently Located
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BG completes weekend with shootout win, Senior Night loss
Bergeron said. "Their second goal ed off a rebound from lake Sloat's
was pretty disappointing, and ulti- point shot to cut the lead to one.
The Falcons controlled the play
mately it just felt like one of those
for much of the third period, outThe final home weekend of the sea- nights again."
I lowever, it was not one of those shooting Northern 16-2.
son for the BG hockey (earn started
"You have to give those guys
out looking like many of the games nights, as the Falcons capitalized
the Falcons have played the past on a five-minute major penalty to credit, they came out hard in the
Northern's Andrew Chcmiwchan third and converted two out of five
four months.
The Falcons (8-22-4, 3-19-4- and a five-on-three power play early power plays,' Northern Michigan
2 Central Collegiate Hockey in the third period to send the game coach Walt Kyle said. "We're not a
team with tremendous composure,
Association) gave up a pair of fluke into a shootout.
The Wildcats' initial penalty was so latter the five-minute majorl we
goals on Friday against Northern
Michigan before scoring two in the to Kyle Follmer for hitting from blew the lead."
The Falcons tied the game less
third to eventually win in a shoot- behind. Only a minute after that,
out, while they dropped Saturday's Cherniwchan left his feet to deliver than a minute after Sinclair's goal
a vicious hit to the head of David when Mike Fink deflected Cam
contest 3-2.
"I feel like it was one of those Solway to put the Falcons up two Wojtala's point shot past Wildcats'
goalie Reid Fllingson. who stopped
games where we made nothing men for 51 seconds.
Just 14 seconds after the major 32 of 34 BG shots.
turn into something (for Northern
"I don't feel like anything was
Michigan]," BG coach Chris penalty. Cameron Sinclair convert-

Andrew
Hammond
Goalie denied all four
shots faced in Friday
night's shootout

By Ryan Salkowialc

Assistant Sports Editor

David
Solway
Senior scored a goal
in the first sudden
death round Friday

going on too much differently Hammond said. "It's just been
than in the first two periods," one of those things that since
Bergeron said. "But we got that I've been here I've had pretty
five-on-three and scored and all good luck with."
The first three BG shooters
of the sudden there was some
jump in the building and we were were not able to beat Bllingson.
In the first sudden death round,
able to score again."
Andrew Hammond, who faced Solway came up with his signaonly 19 shots in the game, paced the ture move, where he slowly cuts
Falcons in the shootout, denying all to the far left before returning to
four Northern shooters.
See HOCKEY | Page 7
"The key [in the shootoutsl at
least for me is staying patient,"

Pontius' 29 points lift BG
to win over RedHawks
By Paul Barnay

"When I made my first

Sports Editor

Tracy Pontius is beginning to look
like the player BG fans have come to
know over the past four years.
On Saturday, the senior returned
to her old form — scoring a seasonhigh 29 points on 9-of-18 shooting to help the BG women's basketball team to a 73-61 win over
Miami — improving the Falcons
to 22-4 overall and 10-3 in the MidAmerican Conference.
Over the last two games, Pontius
has combined to score 46 points.
"When you have a player that was
in a slump and now has had two
really good games, not only does it
energize her, but it's very energizing
for the team," BG coach Curt Miller
said. "They're really excited for Tracy
that she's playing well now."
Pontius got off to a quick start by
hitting a 3-pointer on the game's
first possession - her first of five in
the game - as she would lead all
players with 19 points in the first
half as the Falcons took a 43-37 lead
into the break.
"When I made my first shot, I felt
like I was going to have a big night,"
Pontius said.
BG's lead was as high as 15 in the
first 20 minutes, which made getting ahead early that much more
important for the Falcons as the

BYRON HACK
HEADING TO THE HOLE: Tracy Pontius drives to the basket against Ohio last week The senior has combined lor 46 points in BG's past two games

BG men shoot 51 percent

Despite a season-high 46 firsthalf points, the BG men's basketball team was outscored by 10 in
the second half as Youngstown
State defeated the Falcons 8376 Saturday night in the I-SPN
BracketBustcrs game.
BG shot 61 percent in the first
20 minutes of the game, including 4-for-9 from behind the arc,
but the Penguins made seven
shots from long distance to trail
by just three at the break.
Torian Oglcsby's dunk gave the
Falcons a 65-62 lead with 10:04
remaining in the game, then BG
went scoreless over the next five
minutes as YSU proceeded to
score 12 in a row.
The Penguins extended their
lead to 11, their largest of the
game, on a fast break dunk by
Kendrick Perry with 2:14 left
in the game.
Back-to-back 3-pointers from

FACEBOOK

to have a big night."
Tracy Pontius | BG guard

RedHawks battled back.
"Important in not only to sustain
runs because you know they're too
talented offensively not to make
runs at you, but also for some confidence that we can score in this
building," Miller said.
Jen Uhl provided a spark down
low for the Falcons in the second
half, scoring 11 points and grabbing
six rebounds as BG didn't allow its
lead to slip below four in the fii .a 120
minutes of the game.
Uhl finished with 15 points and
seven rebounds, while Maggie
Hennegan had a near double-double
with nine points and 11 rebounds.
Chrissy Steffen was BG's third
double-digit scorer as she added 13.
"It was just a great team win and I
think I've got some confidence back,"
Pontius said. "1 think Chrissy and
Jen made some big plays down the
stretch for us and Maggie had some
big rebounds for us."
See HOOPS | Page 10

njury and illness plague Falcon
gymnasts in loss to Ball State

from field but fall at YSU
BG News Sports Staff

shot I felt like I was going

Luke Kraus and a layup from Scott
Thomas brought BG to within
three, but YSU sealed the game
by making four free throws.
A'uston Calhoun led the
Falcons with 16 points and eight
rebounds, while Thomas added
a double-double with 13 points
and 14 rebounds.
BG had good production from
its bench as Jordon Crawford
added 13 points and nine assists
and Kraus and Danny McElroy
combined for 19 points on 8-of14 shooting.
The Penguins also had four
players score in double figures,
led by Ashen Ward's game-high
23 points.
The loss drops the Falcons to
12-15 overall.
BG will return to Mid-American
Conference play Wednesday when
it heads to Athens, Ohio, to take on
the Bobcats. Opening tip is slated
for 7:30 p.m. and will be televised
on Sports Time Ohio.

By EUcky Tanar
Senior Reporter

The BG women's gymnastics team
fell to Ball Slate on Sunday 192.325187.750 in its final home meet of
the season.
The Falcons, who are 0-5 in the
Mid-American Conference, dealt
with illness and injury throughout
the week in practice, (ioach Kerrie
Beach said the team has not been
able to put everything together for
a competition.
"Again, I think we're struggling with the fact that we kind
of go in with a set lineup and
really we haven't had any consistency in our lineup between
the injuries and illness," she
said. "We're going to keep working towards that."
During the warm up, senior
Amber Brewer hit her head on the
balance beam and was out for the

TWITTER

UUMNPOff I ruEBGNIWS
FLY: Sophomore Danielle Wishart performs her routine on the balance beam Sunday afternoon

rest of the meet. Beach said Brewer
will be fine, but it had a negative
impact on the team.
"When you have to shuffle around
at the last minute that's never
healthy for the team," she said.
They should be capable of making
these changes, but for us we've been

BASEBALL

doing this week after week... it was
disappointing we were finally going
to have six up on every event."
Beach said though many of the
performances were disappointing,
See LOSS | Page 10

SWIMMING

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Falcons swept in opening series

BG preps for MAC Championships

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

The BGbasebal team struggled to score runs in its

The BG swim team returns to the pool this week when

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

season-opener, learjng to Wstem Kentucky earning

K heads to Athens. Ohio, to compete in the MAC

your account and search "BG News
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Falcons head to Houston for
first tournament of 2011
By Brandan P.icln-ri
Reporter

The weather has been getting better here in Bowling
Green, and that means the
BG men's golf team is ready
to get out and start its spring
half of the season.
The Falcons flew out to
1 louston on Friday for the
Ricelntercollegiate,atwo-day
tournament starting today, as
their first action in 2011.
"All the guys are chomping at the bit to get playing,"
BG coach Garry Winger said.
"I wanted to get the team
out in February before our
spring break trip."
Winger said the long layoff
between mid-October and
now has made the team a
little restless to get playing.
Winger said he is the person
who schedules all the team's
tournaments.
"I had contacted a few
schools who were hosting
tournaments in February, but
they were full. Thankfully,
Rice had a spot open for us."
Winger said about being the
team's coach, organizer and

travel agent this year.
"We don't fly very often,
and there's a lot of work
that goes into getting five
golfe s on a plane, in a hotel
and to the course."
Winger said that the costs
for flying aren't that bad for
golfers because golf bags
are considered regular luggage, so there are no added
fees. Winger also chose to
fly with Southwest Airlines
because the baggage would
be free regardless.
However, since this is the
farthest the Falcons will
travel for a tournament all
season, only the five starters
were chosen to go.
Winger selected Drew
Preston, Parker Hewit, Wes
Gates, Gharlie Olson and
Chris Melvin to make up
the Falcons' lineups. They
are expected to see some
stiff competition at the Rice
Intercollegiate.
Freshman
Morgan
Dobbins was released from
the team during winter break
for a violation of team rules.
Winger declined to comment
more on the matter, but that

HOCKEY

Dobbins is done with the
program for good.
New Mexico State is leading the field ranked as the
51st best team in men's collegiate golf according to
Golfweek.com.
Other top 100 ranked
teams the Falcons will be
facing include 100th ranked
Nebraska, 93rd ranked Miami
University and 72nd ranked
team I louston.
"We've only had one chance
this year to face a top 25 team,
and 15 chances to face a top
100 team," Winger said. "This
is a great chance to get in
a tournament with such a
strong field."
The Falcons are currently
ranked 115th in the country,
and with a win or a strong
finish, they could crack into
the top 100.
Winger said that northern schools don't always
get the opportunity to
play in southern tournaments. He added that
southern schools have the
advantage of practicing
outdoors year-round.
"We can't control what
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Was second on the
■am with a 73.12
scoring average

they do, we only have
control over what we do,'
Winger said. "It's rarely BG
versus a team; it's always BG
versus the golf course."
Winger said that after a
player tees off there can
almost be a helpless feeling sometimes, because
there is very little he as a
coach can do.
He has five golfers playing
on five different holes at the
same time. He doesn't have
the chance to really watch the
other golfers.
"It's not like in football or
hockey where you scout the
other teams. Fverythingisso
out of your hands."
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the digits 1 to 9.There is no
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Sudoku puzzles (or FREE.
Plan Super Suookuann
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and got shut down, but I decided that I
was going to do it before I went, and it
happened to all work out."
David Solway | BG forward

final frame, but were unable
to beat Ellingson.
Both Falcons goals came
off of substantial mistakes
by the Wildcats.
lust over a minute into the
game, a Wildcats' forward
fell at the offensive blue line
while possessing the puck,
allowing HG's Ryan Peltoma
to skate in on a breakaway,
which he converted with a
backhand shot.
"That was the first
breakaway I've ever had
in my career," Peltoma
said. The goalie bit on
the shot fake, and I just
went backhand with it."
Then early in the second. Northern's Erik Spady
failed to clear the puck, and
instead turned it over to
Bryce Williamson right in
front of the Wildcats' net,
beating Ellingson over the
right shoulder.

The Falcons were not able
to hold momentum after
either goal, as they gave
up two goals in a span of
1:46 shortly after Peltoma's
goal, as well as the eventual game-winning goal just
1:28 after Williamson tied
the game.
Northern went into a
defensive shell in the third
period, allowing the Falcons
to possess the puck for much
of the period.
However, BG did not
get many quality scoring
opportunities until late in
the period.
"It was nice to see us not
quit and keep pushing, and
in that last minute there
were a couple of pucks that
1 thought were for sure heading in," Bergeron said.
The Falcons close the regular season next weekend at
Michigan State.

KEEPING A CLOSE EYE: Andrew Hammond watches as his [eamm.ites try 1
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WE ALSO OFFER:

WINTHROP TERRACE

> Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance
> Free High Speed Internet

> 3 Laundromats

> Free Bask Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

> Free Resident Shuttle

> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

> Air Conditioning

> Free Water & Trash

& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Office: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat 11 am-3pm

call tor details
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525 Ridge 1419-352-3588
1Q beds. 1 booth
No appointment needed

f NEW CUSTOMERS } Jj8A.Ma'ni^3^559
'1 UlCClf CDCC 16 beds. 2 boattis • Mystic Tan
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;
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TanningCenterBG.com
UV-FREE
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against Lake State a couple of times
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Drew
Preston

You don't have to live like this...
fCAUHomr

4

and then did it back-to-back nights

the middle of the ice. Fie
baited Hllingson into committing a move first, and
beat him stick-side,
"I did that last year a couple of times, and then did it
back-to-back nights against
Lake State a couple of times
and got shut down, but I
decided that I was going to
do it before I went, and it
happened to all work out,"
Solwaysaid.
Northern'sfirstgoalcame
off a wrist shot that hit the
stick of a BG defender, creating a knuckleball-type
movement to the puck, and
Hammond whiffed on the
shot with his glove.
"I don't know exactly
what it looked like, but it
hit our defenseman's stick
and just fluttered, kind
of a fluky, cheesy goal,"
Hammond said.
Early in the second,
the Wildcats made it 2-1
when Phil Fox collected a
rebound at the mouth of
the crease and tucked the
puck past Hammond.
For the second night in a
row, the Falcons controlled
the play in the third period
on Saturday, outshooting
the Wildcats 10-3 in the

m IS!

3

"I did that last year a couple of times,

From Page 6
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332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

1

www.newloverentals.com

j

One Time Purchase

• Large Houses
• Close to Campus

«J%

CITY
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Winterfest defies warm weather
Despite unusually high temperatures, Bowling Green residents celebrate third-annual Winterfest with food, activities, ice sculptures

PHOTOS BY BYRON MACK I THE BG NEWS
TOP LEFT: The freshly-carved grape wine ice sculpture begins to melt outside the chili
competition Saturday afternoon at City Park
TOP RIGHT: Amanda Shedrons keeps track of the time while Peyton Bosworth (right) attempts
to bounce as many ping pong balls as she can into the bucket in one minute.
BOTTOM: Greg Shepard of Toledo's Stadium Salsa hands out chili samples with a swab of
Habanero extract to fellow contestant Clif Boutelle
BOTTOM LEFT: Elizabeth Gerker, 15. a Bowling Green High School student, hands out chili
samples during Saturday's chili cook-off at City Park.

2011-12
School Year
Listings Available

DID YOU
KMOW???

A

Relax, Secure your Rental
before Spring Break!

LONGEST
RECORDED
FLIGHT OF
CHI CKEN I S

THIRTEEN

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

STOP

mrfmnu,
303 E. Merry -56BDRM
I Dp lo 8 peop'e)
315 E. Merry (Up iDown)3 S 4 BDRM (Up to 5 peoplel
3071311 E Reed-3 BDRM
(3-6 people)
& MORE!

SECONDS..

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2011-2012

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

• We have Efficiencies, I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most eases, water, sewer, and (rash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

SEMESTER LEASES AVAILABLE'

Houses, Apartments,
& Efficiencies
- Al< next to Campus - Blocks from Downlown - Free Internet -

{ JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

419.353.0325

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

MECCA
Management Inc.
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Willow House Apis. 830 4th St. BG
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APARTMENTS
TO FIT EVERY NEED!
Call for an appointment/check out the web site

www.meccabg.com
1045 N. Main St 7B

Bowling Green, OH

419-353-5800

111/113 Rndtey Pke Apts-Portage Ohio
2/3bdrms RtMODELED
Garage space/loft slyle bldg
I bath/pets extra

ML
House Apis. 326 N. Main a BG
etfnencies/1bdrs.
Close to downtown
1 off street parking space per unit
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BLOTTER
THURS., FEB. 17
11:04 P.M.
Kantehrine Sullivan Barak. 28, of
Bowling Green, and Holden T.
Smith, 19. of Hudson. Ohio, were
cited for disorderly conduct at
Carter Park.

was cited for underage possession, open container and littering
near the corner of East Court
and North Prospect streets

2:32 A.M.
Darien M. Brucoli, 22, of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle impaired within the 300
block of E Wooster St.

FRI., FEB. 18
1:32 A.M.
Francisco Jose Kollman. 19, of
Spring Arbor, Mich., was cited for
underage possession within the
200 block of N Main St.

12:07 P.M.
Bradley T. Carpenter. 50. of
Perrysburg. was cited for assault
within the 1900 block of E. Gypsy

3:04 A.M.
Khiry D.Kelly. 21, of Bowling
Green, was cited for nuisance
party within the 600 block of
Frazee Ave.

4:56 A.M.
Darius K. Smith. 23. of Bowling
Green, was cited for burglary
within the 400 block of Thurstin
Ave.

age possession of alcohol within
the 300 block of N. Church St.

Monday, tommy 21.2011 9

The Daily Crossword Fix HAfOD
brought to vou bv

12:35 A.M.
Joshua J. Pihlblad, 25. of Lorain.
Ohio, was cited for open container near the corner of Clough
Street and Troup Avenue.

1
2
3
4
5

Without notes
Bigmouth
"Most assuredly"
E Berlin's lard
1997 Emmy winner for TV's
"Rebecca"
6 Head lights?
7 Ornamental flowers
8 West Point grads: Abbr.
9 Colendge. Southey and
Wordsworth
10 Mary Ann . George 38 One offering comfort
Eliot's birth name
39 Oraw on
11 Goldfinger portrayer
41 Put up with
Frbbe
42 Eccentric
12 Part-time, in a way
43 Remain in mothballs
!3Hetup
46 Asian enlightenment
14 Taco relative
doctrine
21 Milano cathedral
49 Shaped like a mega23 One crying uncle?
phone
25 Choice words
50 Gave away
28 Level
53 Filmmaker Jacques
30 Acquaintance of
55 Outfit you don't want
Simon
to be seen in. briefly
32 Revealing numbers

12:51 A.M.
Daniel C. Tobin. 18. of Chagrin.
Falls. Ohio, was arrested for
underage under the influence
within the 100 block of N. Main
St.

1A.M.
Emily J. Thornton. 21, and
Brittany Nichole Brooks. 22, both
of Bowling Green, were cited for
disorderly conduct/fighting within
the 100 block of N. Main St.

Lane

9:20 P.M.
Martez L Pointer. 22. of
Cleveland, was cited fof operating a vehicle impaired near the
corner of North Main Street and
Dill Avenue.

SAT., FEB. 19
12:11 AM.
Tawny Rae Borah. 22. of Wellston.
Mich., was cited for criminal damage within the 100 block of N.
Main St.

12:18 A.M.
Richard Wagner. 18. of
Wadsworth. Ohio, was cited for
open container and underage
possession within the 100 block
of N. Enterprise St.

12:47 A.M.
Martin G. Alejo. 23. of Oakwood,
Ohio, was cited for open container within the 300 block of N.

Church St.

12:52 A.M.
Bianca S. Nixon. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for prohibited
acts/using the ID of another within the 100 block of N. Mam St.

130 AM
Dylan L Materni, 20. of Toledo.

3:57 P.M.
A resident within the 400 block
of N. Main St. reported that his
DVDs were taken by his roommate and sold to a pawn shop.

11:02 P.M.
Stephan A. Corey. 21. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for criminal
trespass and obstructing official
business within the 300 block of
N. Summit St.

11:50 P.M.
Allison L Eding, 22. and Erica
L. McClure, 22. both of Bowling
Green, were cited for nuisance
party within the 1200 block of E.
Wooster St
Nicholas R. Wade. 20. of Hudson.
Ohio, was cited for underage
possession within the 1200 block
of E. Wooster St.

SUN, FEB. 20
12:12 A.M.
Cristiano R M. Valentin, 18. of
Monclova. Ohio, was arrested
for abuse of harmful intoxicants,
possession of drug paraphernalia
and underage possession of
alcohol within the 500 block of N.
Church St.
Jared David White, 18, of
Maumee. Ohio, was cited for
possession of drugs and under-

1:12 A.M.
Derek R. Gergich, 20. of Swanton,
Ohio: Bradley L. Minns, 21. of
Bowling Green; Kyle J. Rosch,
21, of Bowling Green; and Kevin
K Vanderdonck. 22. of Bowling
Green, were cited for criminal
trespass within the 100 block of

N. Main St.
3:16 A.M.
Jessica Lynn Bennett, 20, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
criminal damaging after allegedly
taking a baseball bat to a vehicle
parked at Taco Bell.

KJ

0N LINE: Go to bgviews.com for the
complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966.
A front-page headline in the
Feb. 18 issue of The BG News
incorrectly stated. "University
professor wins plagiarism lawsuit" The headline should have
stated. "University professor
settles plagiarism lawsuit," which
would have accurately reflected
the story content. The BG News
regrets the error.

r
Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The BG New* will not knowingly
accepl ...i,. in-.ni><-Hi ih.it dk
i iiiniii.iii'. ur I'licuurugv dlM 'im
iniiiitm .iti.iitist any Indivuliul or
group on ih'' bull "' ncn m
color, creed, religion, national
origin, sexual orientation, dk
ability, Mains as a vi-nr.ui. or on
the basis ol any other legally protected Mains.

Campus Events
Summer Job & Internship Fair
Wednesday, March 2, 11am-3pm
Student Union Ballroom

Help Wanted

For Rent

Bridges to Transition Job Coach
Provide job coaching, using a
multi-faceted approach with emphasis on systematic instruction.
70 hours biweekly. $12.80 per hr
Musi have high school diploma or
GED. Experience working with
individuals who have developmental disabilities preferred
Application deadline
is 2/28/11 at 12:00 noon
Application may be obtained at
CES. 705 W Newton Rd. BG
419-352-5059 EEO

1 BR apt avail 3/15 for sub-lease.
small security deposit reqiured
Call 419-706-8589.

Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers. Flex, hrs, only 15
min from BG Apply in person at
465 W. Dussel Dr., Maumee. OH.
(419)893-2290

Help Wanted

2 BR - 404 1/2 S. College.
S675/mo * utilities, A/C, W/D incl.
Avail Aug. Call 419-352-4850.
2,3 & 4BR apts and duplexes.
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th St.
Avail May 8 August 2011.
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110

or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudley.com

For Rent
'BARTENDING! up to $300/day.
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174.
AVON products, sign up to sell!
Earn 40%, $10 start up, free gift
Call Kim at 419-353-0494.
SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE!
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS Children's sleep-away camp,
Northeast Pennsylvania.
6718-8/14
It you love children and want a
caring, lun environment we need
Counselors (or: Tennis, Swimming, Golf. Gymnastics, Cheerleading, Drama. High & Low
Ropes, Team Sports, Waterskiing, Sailing. Painting/Drawing,
Ceramics, Silkscreen, Printmaking, Batik, Jewelry, Calligraphy,
Photography. Sculpture, Guitar,
Aerobics, Sell-Defense, Video,
Piano. Other: Administrative,
CDL Driver, Nurses
(RN's and Nursing Students),
Bookkeeper, Nanny.
On campus interviews on
February 23. Select The Camp
That Selects The Best Staff!
Call 215-944-3069 or apply at:
www, camp way negirls,opm

■ Lrg 3 & 4 BR apts, $650 & up.
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.
1 BR apt. 854 8th St. $400/mo +
elec w/ $400 security dep
No pets. Call 419-392-3354
1 room eftic, shared bath.
co-ed only, furn. avail 7/15/11,
3BR house, avail. Aug 15.2011.
large 3BR apt. avail August 1st.
Call 419-601-3225
1. 2 & 3 BR apts by on Manville,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239
1, 2 S 3BR Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave|
Office open 11-3, M-F.
www.BGApartments.com
11-12 sy. few houses remain,
next to campus, 419-353-0325.
also see CartyRentals.com
Also 1 S 2 BR apts. avail 1/1/11.

1 tt might make marks on your dog
9 Walks quickly
15 "Great job!"
16 Johnson & Johnson skin care
brand
17 Some mousses
18 Destinies
19 Auto insurer's request: Abbr.
20 "__-JirV: Clavell novel
21 One concerned with bites
22 Rate : be perfect
24 Entrapments
26H.S support group
27 Start over, in a way
29 Make go away
30 Sub), partner
31 Geographical parallel
33 Skunk River city
35 Entirely, with "from"
37 Utter fiasco
40 Logo. e.g.
44 "_ Esau": kids' rhyme book

3BR apt, S. College, newly
remodeled, pet friendly, $775/mo.
Call 419-708-9981
4 BR house, 1 si block ol Manville,
May to May lease.
Call 419-352-5239
4 BR house, large LR, 2 decks.
$1100/mo f utils. Avail June,
call 419-654-5716.
5BR, 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus. $1100/mo.
Avail for 11 -12 sy - year lease
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611

58 Jets' org.

34 Edamame beans
36 They don't just sit
around
37 Givmg-up point

ACROSS

45 Advanced
47 Restaurateur known for satinc
wall art
48 Recipe amt.
49 Post product
51 Network meeting point
52 Ones going to court?
54 Sony competitor
56 Japanese band
57 Verdi title bandit
58 Part of a smear campaign

60 Brought home

59 John who played Sulu
in Star Trek" (2009)

ANSWERS
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61 Worst of the worst
62 Some smart phones
63 Spoon
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HIGH SPEED DSL
J29.95/MONTH
fERVICE
*mTERIIET
Hinui •Hllna

COMPUTER REPAIRS

@www.d ac or.net
or call 419.352.3568

D19 WKIWiistir Bowling Craan

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

426 E. Wooster, 3 bedroom,

Jay-Mar 803/815 8th St - 2BR's
S475-495/mo+gas/elec A/C.
DAW. university shuttle, great
locationi Call 419-354-6036
www bghighlandrngrnt com

NEW REDUCED RENTI
HOUSES HOUSES HOUSES'
4BR houses w/ A/C. W/D
239 Manville - S850/mo.
249 Manville - S975/mo.
3BR houses
227 S. College - S900'mo,
419-352-6064. 500 Lehman.
www.froboserentals.com

$950/mo, utils inc. avail 812011
Call 419-352-5882
AVAIL NOW / 300 E Merry St
1 & 2 BR apt free internet,
low as 199/mo. see CartyRentals,
all next to campus 353-0325.
Avail August 2011, 3 BR houses,
excellent cond.close to BGSU:
812 3rd St - $800/mo.
832 3rd St - $850/mo
606 5th SI - $800/mo.
112ClaySt-$800/mo.
118ClaySt-$950/mo.
218DillSt-S1,000/mo.
3BR apt-443 N. Enterpnse-S550.
1BR apt -112 Ridge - $325/mo.
Call 419-308-2456 for more info.
Brick home. 2BR, nice, near
campus, $750/mo, avail 7/2011
Call 352-5882
Cozy & quiet 1 BR w/ fireplace.
Avail June. $425/mo + elec
Call 419-654-5716

Large 1BR. near campus,
Avail Fall 2011, S475/mo.
utils incl Call 419-352-5882
May -12 month leases
424 S Summit -studio - $275/mo
230 N Enterprise -Ibr • $385/mo
322 E Court - Ibr - S455/mo
453 S. Prospect - Ibr - S330/mo
266 Manville - 2br -S610/mo.
420 S College - 3br - $690/mo
837 3rd St - 3br • $855/mo
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917

Room for rent. S. College.
$300/mo, newly remodeled'
Call 419-708-9981
Shamrock Studio Apts for lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all util. cable. WIFI.
cats allowed Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com
The Highlands -220 Napoleon Rd

May houses • close to campus:
145 S 248 Troup- 3 BR.
201 & 1/2 S College - 5 BR.
128 & 1/2 S Summit-6 BR,
Call 419-308-0736 for full listings

3 BR house, 404 S. College.
S625/mo plus ulil.
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850.
3 BR, 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 ml
from campus, newly remodeled.
$725/mo *utll, call 419-708-9981

l/MW M

S365-$395/mo ♦ elec

1 BR apis avail newly updated
laundry on site, great location.
www.bghighlandmgml com
Call 419-354-6036

rjr'Mi^iM i:»
nVYWOODAPTS..\
Studios/1 Bdrm

,Vw Construction
6-Bcdrooms
3-Balhroorns

Laundry
Dishwasher
Open Floor Plan
HardwoodTile Flooring
Pool Table
Free Internet
s
•l«v :"ll.ilsarail\'
- if lease signed by Feb.28
419-308-24546

(INfMA \ Woodland*cll • K. *m Sum

tiowacteptinf applications for
SPRING/SUMMER
LEASES 2011
[ Sinn one vcar lease, gel half j
on" month's rent FREE! I
•Near BGSU
j
•Private patio/cntrancc
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available

419-352-7691
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I am Number Four [PC 13]
-1:45 '4:30 7:25 10:10
Unknown [PC-13]
•1:40 "4:25 7:20 10:05
Just Go With It [PG-13]
•1:30 "4:20 7:10 10:00
Gnomco and Juliet 3D [G]
■12:15 "2.25 "4:50 7:35 9:55
Justin Bieber: Never Say
Never[G]
•1:35 "4:15 7:05 9:45
♦ SO PAiSl S NO CLASSK SUPHHVHS

Speedy
Bumto
FRte
DELIUERV

SpeedqBurritos.com
A

J SAVE MONEY • EAT HEALTHY

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.preterredpropertiesco.com
ENTER TO WIN A

MAKE YOUR HOME NT:

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts
Piedmonl Apis.
Birchwood (small pel aiowed)
Bedroom & Efficiency Houses

$100
book scholarship

Two separate winners
Drawings on
March 1 & April 1

redeemable at
any local bookstore with any
purchase at Speedy Burr to'
OfHCF HOURS
MorvFrl:8-430
530 S. Uaptt St
419-352-9378

visit us it faceboort/speedyburrltos

419-806-4727

ENTRANCE BEHIND
DOMINO'S

unumiiED
COTERIES!
425 E. WOOSTER

SPORTS
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LOSS
From Page 6

"The next opportunity will come again...
It feels like at some point we're eventually

there were some to cele- going to have a week and a weekend where
brate. Sophomores Sunny
there is going to be no changes and when we
Marchand and Danielle
Wishart made their return
get to that, that will be the week to hit"
on vault.
Freshman
Megan Harrington won
Kerne Beach | Gymnastics coach
the balance beam and
Monica Eaton won the
"The next opportunity the coaching staff will conuneven bars.
Beach said she can will come again ... It feels tinue to build up the team
see the pieces falling like at some point we're and prepare for its next cominto place, the team just eventually going to have petition.
"When you have such
needs to keep working a week and a weekend
toward its goal of the MAC where there is going to be negative feedback week
Championship in March. no changes and when we after week, you can't ask
She said she is just wait- get to that, that will be the yourself, "can we do this?"
and think no. You have to
ing to have an injury and week to hit," she said.
But until then Beach said think yes," she said.
illness-free week.

• Newer construction
• Two story duplexes
• 3 bedrooms 2 baths
• On site laundry

BYRON M«CK

CHIT-CHAT: BG coach Curl Miller gathers his leam for a lew words after a win last week.

• No more then 3 tenants

"Big road win for us. [Millett Hall is]

• 9.5 & 12 month leases

a place we haven't played very well

• Ceramic tile

through the years. I thought our defense
was much improved in the second half."

• $875(12/mo)

HOOPS
From Page 6

Courtney Osborn and
Kiraten Olowinski led
Miami with 14 points apiece
while combining to grab 16
rebounds. Lillian Pitts also
added 12 points.
The Falcons shot just
over 43 percent for the
game and limited the
Redllawks to 39.3 percent,
including a 9-for-26 effort
in the second half.
"Big road win for us,"
Miller said. [Millet! Hall is|
a place we haven't played
very well through the years.

• 842/846/723 7,h street

CALL ABOUT SPECIALS GOING ON!

Curt Miller I Coach

I thought our defense was
much improved in the second half."
Lauren Prochaska struggled from the field with seven
points on l-of-9 shooting, but
the senior made her 128th
consecutive start, breaking
Liz llonegger's mark of 127
set from 2003-07.

Miller also set a record
Saturday by moving into
sole possession of third
place on the MAC list for
wins with 118.
Next for BG is a 7
p.m. game at Akron on
Tuesday. The Falcons
defeated the Zips earlier
this season 90-72.

■MliM

afifccA

(419)353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

■flavin
wmmmmmmmmmm

ir^^^fl

^BP^^^

STL
LTV

r

-

_J
419.353.5100 I 706 NAPOLEON ROAD

BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM

ENCLAVE

FaMboAk.com/ThefnclavtApH |

IcX BIANAHeRtCANCAMPOSCOMMUNITY HmK.0 ti™ oll» I •*. wwHw Ha.

131 E. Merry

Newlove Rentals

1

135 E. Merry
218 N. Enterprise

1

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

1

• Two bedroom houses

'

• Close to Campus

«j5&

